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Abstract

A Personal Identification Number (PIN) can be used to authenticate the user to a system. PINs are often used for automated teller machines (ATMs), computer, mobile phones smart phones, the point of sale, for debit cards and credit cards. The aim of the present study was to investigate whether it was easier to remember the personal identification code composed of picture (PIP-code) than the traditional personal identification code composed of number (PIN-code). The study consists of two experiments: In Experiment 1, the PIP-code was compared with PIN-code in cued recall test of the assigned codes, and in Experiment 2, the PIP-code was compared with the PIN-code in recognition tests of the assigned codes and backward recall of the cue. Each experiment was completed with both an immediate and a delayed test. The findings were relatively straightforward: First, PIP-codes were easier to recall and recognize than PIN-codes. Second, as expected recognition was superior to recall for both types of codes. The present results are discussed in the context of user-friendly procedures that enhance material to-be-remembered.
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Introduction

Personal identity involves the unique numerical identity of individuals through time. It presupposes the necessary and sufficient conditions under which an individual at one time and an individual at another time may referred to as the same person, persisting through time [1]. The concept of personal identity offers the notion concerning the diachronic, ’happening over time’, problem of personal identity. The synchronic, a predicate function with one or more parameters (usually time or location), problem is grounded in the question of what features or traits characterize a given person at one time. In the derivation of personal identity codes (such as PIN-codes) the notion of identity emerges with particular meaningfulness.

Pictures as Personal Identification Code?

People with the facility of bank credit cards tend to prefer Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) rather than go to banks during business hours. However, the cost of this innovation is that the technical items require protection with security procedures that are less sophisticated than their data processing counterparts. The reasons are twofold. First, the systems are almost entirely guarded by numeric codes, for example, the current popular four digits Personal Identification Number (PIN). It has proved to be a difficult task when users possess several codes simultaneously thereby leading to confusion/mix-up. The second reason is that the PIN codes rely heavily on effective memory performance.

When users express dissatisfaction with their assigned PIN-codes, it is probably due to an experienced irrational relationship between the code and its orientated information. The concept of meaningfulness compasses the notion of identities and the notion of a biographical life [2]. It refers to those attributes of a code that lead the user to readily associate the code with the item, object, instruction, or action that the code represents [3]. This argument was advocated by Bartlett [4] as question the Ebbinghaus tradition, which had dominated psychology for 50 years. Bartlett [4] argued that the study of nonsense syllable learning had excluded the most central and characteristic feature of human memory by excluding meaning.

It is likely that the meaningfulness of codes (memorablility) may be necessary to current enterprises with the growing emphasis on user friendliness. Based on this consideration, the present study proposes a novel notion of the Personal Identification Picture code (PIP-code), which refers to codes that consist of combinations of pictures.

Accordingly, the details of pictures observed may be explained also within the frameworks of cognitive neuropsychological theories [5,6]. The pictorial superiority effect provides the source of inspiration for the framework of the pictorial codes [7-9]. Taking into account the multitude of problems that are confronted on PIN-codes, the need for new research that bring to light more user-friendly codes [10].

Code Use

Codes are expected to present a shortened way of representing longer messages, and for that reason it is desirable to allow each code convey as much information as possible. There are two broad types of codes; arbitrary and mnemonic. Arbitrary codes aim to provide unique identification with little or no special significance to the user (e.g. PIN-codes). Mnemonic codes are designed purposely to convey information that has some meaningfulness to users and tend to be easier to recall than arbitrary codes. An individual’s name is a mnemonic code and represents a shorthand way of referring to a person without descriptions of age, height, weight, etc. When codes function as input media to provide access to the different application systems, two kinds of errors may occur: clerical or procedural errors. Generally, clerical errors relate
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to code design and occur due to faulty processing at one of three major
cognitive stages: perceptual, intellectual, or movement control [11]. A
procedural error occurs when a user selects and enters the wrong code
in the right location or the right code in the wrong location. However,
the most costly errors may be those not detected and eventually result
in a general lack of integrity for the detected system.

**Long-term visual memory**

Visual imagery represents a powerful memory aid in Long Term Memory (LTM). Previous imagery research may be traced back to the 1800s [12]. There are two areas of prominence: first, the strong relationship between the imaginative ability of a word and its memorability; and second, the central role of imagery in mnemonic strategies. In the 1960s, the notion that remembering words plus images is better than words alone is similar to leaving two notes than one emerged. Possibly due to the circumstance that pictures are inherently more memorable than words; pictures are cored both visually and verbally, not always the case with words. Thus, one may utilize this possibility by visualizing to-be-remembered material.

Interest in long-term visual memory instigated much research. Nickerson [7] observed limitless capacity to remember pictures even if only viewed for merely a few seconds. Shepard [8] found that subjects were 98% correct on the immediate testing of 68 old-new pairs following the study of 600 pictures. Moreover, subjects were more accurate at remembering pictures than words (90%) or sentences (88%) tested by the same method. Standing [13] found that the performance was even remarkably high following a single presentation of each of 10,000 different pictures. Initially, pictures of faces always led to high levels of recognition memory, with no sign of forgetting over a 48-hour interval [14]. These observations underline the influence of “meaningfulness” on the storage of visual patterns.

**Conceptual model of the PIP-code**

In the development of new sets of codes, Field [15] has suggested construction. First, an established code should address the following issues: the coded information, the purpose for use, the required media appearance, and the accuracy requirements, including error detection and correction. Second, the codes are constructed so that users through knowledge of construction rules may easily determine code meaning and even construct new codes if necessary. Third, codes must be designed for the least skilled users within the expected population of code users. Fourth, codes need to be ‘meaning-associated’ yet avoid auditory or visual similarity.

It is known from experimental memory studies that pictures are easier to remember than verbal material. The present purpose was whether or not this evidence may be generalized to practical application in the field of cognitive ergonomics; e.g. using pictures instead of digits, to remember Personal Identification Codes.

Suppose one was asked to remember one hundred different pictures presented randomly. One may be familiar with some of them, but the chance of being able to name all the pictures is minimal. If prepared to remember systematically, most individuals would prefer to first classify the pictures into several categories, such as human beings, animals, vehicles, sports, buildings, landscapes and others. Later, differences among the same category of pictures would be sought. Finally, organization into a certain order would render the pictures meaningful and easier to remember. Conscious organization facilitates retrieval. Furthermore, the value of organization applies not only numeric and verbal material but also pictorial material. Objects that individuals

organize into meaningful, coherent pictures were remembered better than objects in a jumbled picture [16].

**Code Story**

The PIP-code model defined a story pattern composed of three basic conceptual components: Subject, Object or Place/Time (SOP/T). With these elements, one may construct a simple one-sentence story. For example, Susan (S) read a book (O) in the library (P). Subsequently it was decided that PIP-code should include at least three different pictures oriented to this one-sentence-story-grammar method. The first one should represent a picture of a human being, the subject. The second one should represent a picture of an object. The third one should represent a picture of a place/time, for example, an umbrella can show a rainy day. This arrangement is exemplified in Figure 1.

**Construction of a code story**

With the three conceptual elements, SOP/T, already in hand, the construction of a story may proceed. A simple method was to present opportunities for free-association. Whereas the elements of SOP/T were well-known pictures, individuals’ semantic knowledge was similar to each other [17]. Nevertheless, associations arising from the pictures may conduce expressions of episodic knowledge, a particular event with personal experiences. The events individuals experience differ; what is remember most effective has emotional content. The materials, story pictures (person, thing and building or landmark) may be regarded as “noun pictures” to borrow the term from grammatical language. A different verb may associate the “noun pictures” decided by individuals’ episodic knowledge. For instance, it is irrelevant whether the story was “Einstein was playing the violin at Princeton” or “Einstein was listening to a violin concerto at home” from the pictures from Figure 1. The ultimate point pertains to the facilitatory effects of the story through the subjects remember the picture codes; associations bred by the story were of minor interest. In general, subjects were encouraged to use their imagination to make the story vivid, in accordance with personal preferences by the method of “free-association” of the conceptual elements in SOP/T.

**Aim of the study**

The PIP-code notion was brought into the investigation in order to ensure the following aims: First, development of a user-friendly code composed of pictures called the PIP-code, that should accomplish the heuristic requirements of cognitive ergonomics design of codes; Second, to investigate whether or not the PIP-code facilitated remembering more effectively than the traditional PIN-code. These aims were tested in two experiments. In Experiment 1, the PIP-code was compared to
PIN-code in a cued recall test of assigned codes; in Experiment 2, the PIP-code was compared with PIN-code in a recognition test of assigned codes and a backward recall of the cue.

**Experiment 1**

In Experiment 1, the recall method was used to measure the performance of assigned PIP- and PIN-codes and to compare the performance variation between these codes. This notion was based on the assumption that sometimes users may have to remember an assigned Personal Identification Code to obtain access to social utilities (e.g. bank, petrol, clearance, smartphone, computer). Thus, twelve names of service systems were prepared as common examples of users’ assigned codes in a real life situation.

**Method**

**Subjects**

Subjects were 56 voluntary undergraduates at Luleå University of Technology and Medical College in Boden randomly assigned to two conditions, one to remember PIN-codes and the other to remember PIP-codes.

**Materials**

The pictures were selected from the software of CorelDRAW, which contained 22,000 clip art pictures in various classifications. The most distinctive feature of all these pictures was their simple construction in colour.

PIP- and PIN-codes were treated similarly with respect to the length of study list and number of items that composed each code. The study list consisted of 12 pairs of items. The pictures were selected from a pool of 82 items. Each item pair consisted of a cue word to public service system (e.g. Bank card, Gasoline card) associated to a target code (PIP- or PIN-code). One half of the study list, the length of target code (PIP- and PIN-code) was three items and the other half four items. Each PIP-code was composed of a sequence of pictures in following order; a face (e.g. Bob Dylan), an object (e.g. guitar), and a place or building (e.g. Eiffel Tower). Each selected picture was used only once in the study list of PIP-codes. The PIN-code was composed in a similar way, three or four random numbers were assigned to each target code. In a cued recall test the subjects had to choose the correct pictures to each PIP-code from the pool of 82 pictures. Half were used in a study list and the other half were the lures. The test order in the booklet were changed for the test.

**Design**

The design was a 2 × 2 × 2 mixed design with code type (PIP-code and PIN-code) as a between subjects variable and code length (three items and four items) and a retention interval (immediate and after ten days) as within subjects variable.

**Procedure**

The experiment was conducted in three stages, namely; learning (studying), immediate and delayed cue recall testing shown in Figure 2.

The subjects were tested in a classroom. During the study, the subjects were instructed to learn a list of cue words associated to PIP-code (alt. PIN-code) presented on a screen. A training list was shown, before the experimenter presented the whole study list for ten minutes. A cued recall test followed the study. The subjects got a booklet of cue word. They have to write down the correct target codes to each cue word in the study list. In PIP-code condition, to find out the correct pictures to each PIP-code, a list of 82 pictures was presented on the screen. Each picture was assigned a number from 1 to 82. The subject had to write down the correct picture beside the assigned number on the answer sheet in correct order. In PIN-code condition the subject had to write down the correct code numbers to each cue word. Finally, a retest was administered after ten days in a similar way as before. The only change from the first test was reassign of the number to each picture.

**Results and Discussion**

**Correct performance**

The critical dependent variables were the correct recalled PIP- and PIN-codes. All relevant means are summarized in Table 1.

The means of recalled target codes were treated with t- test. A significant difference between the PIP- and the PIN-codes was found from both the immediate test, (t(54)=6.95, p<0.05, and the delayed test, t(15)=8.41, p<0.05. In effect, it meant that the PIP-codes were easier to remember compared to the PIN-codes, irrespective of the retention interval.

Regardless of whether the target codes were composed of pictures or digits, no significant effects of code length were obtained in immediate and delayed recall tests. This meant that the length of code was not as critical as the code type in LTM.

The original data were subjected to repeated-measures of analysis of variance. A significant effect of retention interval was found for both the PIP-codes, F(1,6)=6.74, p<0.05, and the PIN-codes, F(1,9)=21.14, p<0.05. We found that after two weeks the forgetting rate was nearly the same for both types of codes.
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Performance error

The critical dependent variable was the different kinds of errors made by the subjects in the experiment. The percentage of every type of errors is summarized in Table 2.

In the PIP-code condition, location errors increased 13.0% between the two recall tests, immediate and delayed. This result revealed that in the delayed test the subjects had difficulty in connecting the cue words to the PIP-codes which they were to recall though they had successfully done so in the immediate test. The substitution errors also increased but not so quickly as the location errors. However, the transportation errors decreased by 4.6% in the delayed recall test. This was probably due to the condition that the story-grammar had standardized the code order as SOP/T. In the PIN-code condition, most errors were similar to the PIP-codes, due to subjects forgetting, that is, the whole code, though location errors also posed problems. The omission errors were non-existent in two recall tests since the response sheet contained two tables prepared separately for three digit PIN-codes and four digit PIN-codes. The subjects had been reminded, to some extent, by this arrangement. Generally, the data analyzes showed the same degree of consistency; that is, the PIN-codes were easier to remember than the PIN-code, irrespective of the retention interval. Additionally, in solving the location problem, a large portion of procedural error dissipated.

Experiment 2

In the present experiment the task was to test recognition of the target codes of the PIP- and PIN-codes.

Method

Subjects: Thirty-six student volunteers from Luleå university of Technology were randomly assigned to the two learning conditions: PIN- and PIP-codes.

Materials, Design and Procedure

The same materials as used in Experiment 1 were used in this experiment. Each item pair consisted of a cue word and target code. During recognition testing, we mixed 12 target codes from the study list with 12 lures not presented in the study list randomly.

This experiment was conducted in the same way as Experiment 1. In a classroom the experimenter instructed subjects to remember a list of item pairs composed of cue words together with target codes, presented on a screen, shown in Figure 3.

After ten minutes, the subjects were administrated a recognition test of the target codes and backward cue recall of the cue word associated with the target code. In the recognition of PIP-code condition twenty-four items were presented. The task was to recognize every item by writing down “Yes” or “No” on the response sheet, and write down the cue word of the recognized target codes. Finally, two weeks later the test was administered again in a similar way.

Results and Discussion

Correct performance

The critical dependent variables were the correct recognized PIP- and PIN-codes and recall of the cue words associated with the recognized codes. All relevant means are summarized in Table 3.

Under the recognition condition, a significant difference was found between the two types of target codes, regardless of the immediate test, t(36)=7.73, p<0.001, or delayed test, t(27)= 2.98, p<0.006. The significant differences were also found from the immediate test, t(36) = 5.11, p<0.01 and the delayed test, t(27)=2.32, p<0.028. It meant the subjects were very sensitive to different stimulus material. Therefore a significant difference was obtained from the performance of the PIP- and PIN-codes, irrespective of the retention interval.

The mean values of correct performance were treated with the t-test. No significant effects of code lengths were obtained, neither in the immediate test nor in the delayed test, in the recognition and recall conditions. Therefore we can conclude that the number of items composition of the target code has no significant effect on recognition of target code or the recall of cues.

Forgetting rate. The data were subjected to a repeated-measures ANOVA. A significant effect of the retention interval for the PIP-codes in the recognition test, F(1,47) =20.34, p<0.001, and in the recall test, F(1,47)=25.35, p<0.001, were obtained, but not for the PIN-codes.

Performance error

One type of performance error pertained to subjects’ failure to recall the cue words. Another error correct recall of cue words but associations of these with the wrong target codes (location error). The results are shown in Table 4.

The data demonstrate that the subjects had difficulties in remembering the cue words or to associate them with the target codes even when the name of the code (cue word) was remembered. This performance deteriorated when the subjects were retested after two weeks. The experimental results confirmed that recognition performance exceeds recall.
The general pattern of the present findings was that a backward recall of the code names was easier than a forward recall of the codes. The occasions where one hears “I forget the number for my account” are probably more frequent than those where one hears “Is this the number for my bank”. The first experiment was positive in limiting the transportation error, but neglected the location problems by the way to assign the name for every code.

**Error Control Alternatives**

The present study makes alternative recommendations for supporting error control. One way is to eliminate the procedural errors by user self-detection, for example, by providing possibilities for users to detect the transportation error with the story-grammar method. Elimination of clerical errors by technique-detection is another, e.g. the ATMs automatically reject a PIP-code when the operation involves location, substitution, or omission errors. Generally these two approaches may be applied to the real situations since they involve low cost and effectiveness for the individual. In relation to the present analyses, “MemAxes” uniquely allows users to analyze the different aspects related to memory performance by providing multiple visual contexts for a centralized dataset [23].

**Some Limitations of the Study**

In considering the practical implications of these findings, it is important to remember the limitations of the study. First, the study was confined to the group test with the learning material displayed on the screen. This laboratory testing context is not identical to the real life context. Consequently, it is impossible to avoid a bias in the results. Second, the student subjects provide a particular population, characterized by youth and a high educational level, facilitating for performance. Due to these limitations, caution must be exercised in generalizing the results from the present study to the PIP-code in more natural contexts. The main point of this study is that the memorability of the PIP-code is expected to be robust, dependent on whether the situation requires careful matching of perceptual information against information retrieved from memory.

Nevertheless, the viability of the PIP-code method hinges upon provision of a timely, system-based, “user-friendly” guidance, that addresses remembering and security. Several future directions are available: (i) experiments that test PIP-codes generated by the subjects in comparison with present findings; (ii) construction of standardized picture-bases for research on PIP-codes; and, (iii) tests of the PIP-code model on occupational user groups. It is clear that the low number of participants (Experiment 1: $N=56$; Experiment 2: $N=36$) provided a low level of power for this study. Nevertheless, in view of the significance levels it would appear that the effects obtained were quite notable [24-27].

**Memory for PIP code**

Evidence suggests that memory for well-integrated associations may be supported by the less-context-specific process of familiarity [20,21]. From the viewpoint of ‘meaning-associated memories, Ronnlund et al. [22] have shown that, in a population-based sample of older adults, self-reported memory as assessed by the Prospective and Retrospective Questionnaire may reflect mood-state and personality factors rather than individual differences in memory and cognitive ability which suggests that memory for PIP code ought to hold benefits also for aging populations. Thus, emotional components and their effects upon encoding efficacy ought not to be underestimated.
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